COUPLING GUARDS

Prevent access to exposed pinch-points around couplings and rotating shaft applications.

EASY TO INSTALL
- Self-supporting, adjustable design
- Custom fit for each application
- No welding or cutting required
- Adjustable side fill plates and mounting legs

EASY TO MAINTAIN
- Removable top for access to coupling or shaft
- Bottom slots help reduce material build-up
- Sectional design for ease of installation

BUILT TO LAST
- Heavy-duty steel construction
- Also available in stainless steel or aluminum
- Powder coated for increased durability

CUSTOMIZE YOUR COUPLING GUARDS WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS:
- **Black Mesh:** Improves visibility and allows for the use of touchless measuring devices
- **Service/Inspection Door:** Easily access shaft for inspections or maintenance (with proper procedures in place)
- **Handles:** Ergonomically friendly handles for easy removal of guard
- **Laser Cut Identification:** Easily reference equipment when performing maintenance tasks

NEW CONTOURED DESIGN

DOOR OPEN TO SHOW ACCESS

NEED A QUOTE?
Please fill out the corresponding Coupling Guard data sheet.
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